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Bush-clearing for security improvement in 
Doringkloof Spruit and surrounds 

 

It is important to realise that criminals do crime to victims in an environment.  

Therefore, the Doringkloof model for safety is based upon 3 critical actions: 

1. Remove the criminals (by identification and arrest)  
2. Remove the victims (by training, information, and advisories). 
3. Fix the environment (by making it harder to do crime). 

This is a report-back of a “Bush-clearing” project run by DNW in Doringkloof over 2021, with sole 
objective of making it harder for criminals to operate in/from our public spaces within the bounds 
set by the authorities in charge. 

Doringkloof has a stormwater spruit that stretches from Limpopo/Botha down to the highway 
tunnels below Karin Street, as pictured (brightly coloured sections) in the map below. 

 

Figure 1: Map showing Doringkloof Spruit, with sections highlighted 

This riverine area is a declared nature reserve, officially falling under Tshwane Nature Conservation, 
and is locally managed by Friends of Doringkloof Spruit (FODS).  
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The spruit comprises about 8 logical sections shown Figure 1 and summarized in Table 1. 

Total length of our spruit is about 1.9km. 

 

Table 1: Sections of spruit and estimated lengths 

Section ID Spruit section 
Section length 
(m) 

1 Limpopo-YTree 310 
2 YTree-Jasper 284 
3 Jasper-Sonja 179 
4 Sonja-Zambesi 141 
5 Zambesi-Glover 336 
6 Glover-Koranna 257 
7 Koranna-Karen 150 
8 Karen-Highway 243 

  1900 
 

Since September 2020, a combined group of residents including FODS and DNW has gathered 
regularly to resolve identified security issues in our Spruit areas. 

Often these “security issues” are also “other issues” … for example an alien tree may be obscuring a 
sight-line, and/or blocking and/or damaging a watercourse etc. In this situation it is useful to cut the 
growth and prevent it regrowing. 

In early 2021, DNW purchased a small Husqavarna chainsaw, and this greatly eased operations. 

In September 2021, a small “Bushwhackers” group was formed to organize work parties, and 
volunteers joined rapidly. 

After persistent crime incidents in some areas, it was clear that security improvement and 
conservation were not mutually exclusive.  Nature Conservation agreed that priority be given to 
removal of aliens and clearing sight-lines. A non-forest tree population appropriate to this land-type 
was also preferable. Work was conducted under those guidelines and supervision. 

Three initial “security improvement projects” were conceived: 

1. Clearing of Telkom Alley adjacent to Jean Ave bridge. 
2. Clearing of sight-lines along walls below Karen Street, to tunnels at highway, including small 

alien forest in the pan-handle. 
3. Clearing of sightlines from Limpopo/Botha down to Jasper Street substation, including field 

along Botha Ave. 

These projects were completed by 2021/12/11, along with additional subprojects to reduce alien 
stands in every section of the spruit, until 2021/11/21. 
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Figure 2: Residents working to clear 'Telkom Alley' alongside Jean Ave bridge - Project 1 
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Figure 3: Residents working to clear spruit below Karin Street - Project 2 
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Figure 4: Residents working to clear the upper spruit - Project 3 

 

A substantial mass of alien trees was cut and stacked for collection. These cuttings were removed by 
either 6 cubic meter tip or a 5-ton tipper-truck. We kept track of every load. By completion of 
project 3, a total of 12 truckloads had been carted off.  

Meaning roughly 60 tons of cuttings was removed. 
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Additional Bush-clearing under the same principles was conducted in Rose/Cecile (3 work-parties, 
late 2021) under sign, and intersection Rose and Leonie (1 work-party accompanied by fence repair). 
These cuttings removed by arrangement with Pretor. 

 

 

Eventually, a total of about 16 security-specific work-parties were held over the period. 

 

Participation in work-parties: 
These events were not “slave labour”, but rather viewed as a chance to collectively make our 
environment safer for all, during an epidemic that stalled much of SA. 

We tried to advertise the ‘formally defined projects’ as a way for nearby residents to ‘take back 
ownership’ of their areas. In the formally-defined projects we generally had 10 or more people 

Figure 5: Residents working to reinforce fence and clear sightlines at Rose/Leonie 
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coming to help from nearby, from other parts of Doringkloof, and even imported helpers. People 
who could not work sent their garden-engineers instead. 

Jamie Anderson brought ranger-friends. FODs members arrived to work, patrollers joined, 
Councillors joined. Some parents came to work and brought their kids. Others made their kids work.  
It was all hugely appreciated. 

Expenses: 
Expenses for the program are detailed in the table below: 

 

Table 2:  Expenses summary for bush-clearing project 

   Loads of 

   5 Tons 
2021/09/09 Refund Marcus Equip* R2 431,69   
2021/06/16 Skip R1 750,00 1 
2021/09/17 Service of Chain Saw  R     493,00    
2021/09/28 Rubble Removal R900,00 3 
2021/10/09 Rubble Removal R2 700,00   
2021/10/20 Cleaning of spruit R470,00   
2021/10/28 Ear Protection R57,00   
2021/11/03 Chain Saw Files and Equip. R1 000,00   
2021/11/05 Clearing of spruit Karin Avenue R1 600,00 2 
2021/11/10 2 X Garden scissors R740,00   
2021/11/15 Containers for Tree Poison R55,60   
2021/10/11 ProLawn Spruit Clean-up DNW R1 940,00   
2021/12/06 Clearing of spruit Tugela Avenue R459,60   
2021/12/08 Clearing of Spruit R2 700,00 3 
2021/12/17 Marcus Kaput and gloves R67,40   
2021/12/17 Spruit Var. R150,00   
2021/12/21 Cleaning of spruit R2 700,00 3 
2021/12/21 Spruit supplies  R     402,09    

  Supplies General  R 1 155,70    
        

    

 Total ex Labour R21 772,08 12 
 

“Loads” are 5-ton truckloads removed. Equipment/Fuel total of expenses for all. 
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Total expensed to date is about R21 772, of which R12 350 was expensed directly to contractors for 
removal of cuttings. 

About R900 was expensed for fuel and oil. The remainder was expensed on equipment, 
maintenance, lubricants, safety gear and consumables (i.e. stump-poison). 

 

As part of these expenses, we also acquired kit, now have the following on hand: 

1. 2 16l backpack sprayers,  
2. 2 Long handled pruning shears,  
3. 2 spare chainsaw chains,  
4. 1 chainsaw sharpening kit,  
5. Safety glasses and ear-plugs. 

 

About 47l fuel was purchased. A chainsaw or brush-cutter consumes about 1 litre/hour, so at least 
47 machine-hours have been used on these projects. Helpers often arrived at work parties with their 
own petrol, this was effectively a ‘donation’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Marcus Refund   

Flat Razor Wire  R 446,00  

Spare T Tipe  R 264,00  

Wire  R 139,00  

Wire  R 280,00  

Tang  R 350,00  

Draai Gespe  R   44,00  

Expantion Bolts, Lugs  R 267,80  

Multi Skull  R 120,00  

Padlocks Spraymate  R 386,00  

TDSA  R 135,00  
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Figure 6: Residents working to clear sightlines Karen-Jean 
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Learnings: 
1. It is harder to organize work parties in summer when it generally rains in the afternoons. 

Early Saturday work parties are generally more successful. 
2. We tried advertising specifically to the street-groups around work-sites, using local street 

captains. It did not deliver. The turn-out and enthusiasm was more a function of personal 
networking than anything else. Clear and crisp text advertising the event is essential. 
Reminder-advertising by radio just before the time is wise. The use of discussion on 
WhatsApp groups to build anticipation is wise. 

3. The sharing of pictures afterward by WhatsApp builds a shared sense of achievement.  
4. Older members of work parties often have more staying power than younger folk (no, we 

don’t know why). 
5. Always have spare safety equipment and tools on hand because people arrive without, no 

matter what message is broadcast. 
6. Whilst we had no serious injuries, we certainly had some sobering reminders. Safety 

equipment is vital, as is awareness of bystanders. 
 
 

 

Figure 7: Another 5-ton truckload of aliens, ready to roll. 
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To those who missed out on this, we’re sorry. Whenever you pass by the spruit, remember at least 
60 tons of alien tree used to block your view. Now, it doesn’t.  

Perhaps consider helping make Doringkloof safer in other ways? 


